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235/15 402/31 -111 /3Ikc 10-11 8,81,684 3,35,040 

236/15 403/31—IlI/3kcc) 11-12 12,06,680 3,13,737 
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//Ic'i tls1 t1 	T1 M wlt, TST 31I'IlIci 9T9TT qN qt TTT TzqT 

3iiici 'T4 3TftfT5 t I 3f cId,Q 1T 	t1T 	/ 1'kI ' c1 ii4 m4ftzm t 

ci 	 cpu 3PT2.1T f) Icii 	 f 	-\3i 14  

1lc1 tTtT * '-1Icd 	 I 	1TT ti' \-1 PIk'I 1bii f uAthing  is the 

part of which is incomplete without thing. Any instrument not capable of delivering the 

message/voice is not a telephone and when batter is not put into telephone can it 

transmit the voice. RVAT Act provides for Cellular phones. Thus without battery a cell 

phone can not be called cell phone. It is not a phone at all. Does it mean that a person 

selling cell phone does not come under the entry of Cell Phone? 

Under RVAT Act 2003 the entries notified in the list of I.T. Products are separate to 

each other, therefore, they are to be read separately either it is entry no. 12 or 13 or 

28. The case cited by learned dO of Merathan India is on entry no. 13 of I.T. Products. 

Radio Pager Battery may be or may not be part of radio pager but mobile battery is 

essential part of cellular phone in entry no. 12. Entry no. 28 is with regard to parts of 

items mentioned in entries from 1 to 27. In other words the entry of parts is to be read 

separately and it is very much clear that when the part of the main item covered 

under entry 1 to 27 are sold the same shall be taxable at the rate of tax prescribed for 

by entry no. 28. It does not matter that the said part is sold along with the main item 

or without main item of 1 to 27. If there would have been otherwise intention of the 
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legislature then the Rate of tax on the parts of the mobile phones would have been 

notified separately under the entry no. 12 by specifically debarring the batteries, 

adaptors and chargers there from. Entry no. 28 is not a list for defining the goods 

rather it is a list to make it clear that "Parts" of the commodities from 1 to 27 are 

covered independently. In the judgment of Merathan India the interpretation of word 

"including" has been done by the Hon'ble RTB but no where in the said judgment the 

discussions regarding entry no. 28 has ever been made and no discussions has ever 

been made on the word "excluded" which is also a factor to be considered for 

determining the rate of tax on a commodity." 
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......This court in ACTO V. M/s Swastik Agencies(supra), had an 
occasion to consider a case where battery which was fitted into a Motor Car and this 
court, after taking into consideration few of the judgments, held that same rate is to 
be applied on sale of batteries as that of a motor Car, though there was a finding 
that the batteries which are to be fitted in Motor Cars can be used for other diverse 
purposes then too, this court came to the conclusion that a nominal sale be that as it 
may of such batteries could not alter the nature of the transaction, whereas in the 
instant case there is a specific certificate of the Army Authority that the said battery 
can only be used as a part/integral part of RCR5, addmittedly entire sale is to the 
ARMY only and for specific use alone. 

In the case of Vikas Traders V. The State of Gujarat (suprà), the court took into 
consideration as to whether batteries were component parts and there was a 
finding that batteries were being used for tractors as well, and tractor being not 
motor vehicle, therefore, claim of the Revenue was that different rate would apply, 
however, the court analysing the provisions, came to the conclusion that battery 
specifically falls as component part even though it has been used in a tractor and 
thus directed to apply the same rate. 

The Allahabad High Court in the case of Tudor India Limited V. State of 
U.P.2014 SCC Online All 11944, had also a occasion of considering sale of automotive 
batteries and held that battery is an essential component for the functioning of 
tractor and is an integral part of tractor and, therefore, the same rate was required 
to be applied. 

The Allahabad High Court in the case of Commissioner of Sales Tax V. Banaras 
Battery Works 1981 U.P.T.0 974, had an occasion to consider whether battery is an 
accessory or a part and it held that while an accessory has been held to be an article 

-
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which is used for convenient and smooth functioning, whereas a battery caanot be 
said to be an accessroy rather a vehicle is not complete without battery as the 
vehicle cannot operate without a battery, therefore, battery is a component part of 
motor vehichle and held that same rate is applicable. 

The judgment in the case of State of Uttar Pradesh & Anr. V. Kores(lndia) Ltd. 
(supra) was relating to ribbon used in a typewriter, and the court found as finding of 
fact that it was an accessory and not a part of typewriter(unlike spool), though it 
may not be possible to use the latter without the former. The apex court also found 
that typewriters are being sold in market without a typewriter ribbon and, 
therefore, typewriter ribbon si not an essential part of typewriter so as to attract a 
lower rate of tax, and facts are distinguishable as in the instant case it is an integral 
part of RCR and cannot be separated. 

Taking into consideration the aforesaid and for the reason assigned, the 
claim of assessee, in my veiw, appears to be just and proper and the rate of 4% was 
rightly paid by the assessee and is not required to be interfered with. The petition 
succeeds and the order of Tax Board dt 28.03.2012 is reversed." 

ci 	 dl frfTr t  3TT: - 1 f 	tR T1TI &1T5t 1T I 'l ci 

iii 	iciqR 3Ttc'Il1 31ff 	 fi R 	stjci 

iTI oqc1.1  9MRAO 	 iii4 'icij 

Iivl1 	'4IRcl 1U14 Appeal No. 11486-11487 of 2014 State of Punjab Vs Nokia 

India Pvt. Ltd. PU1L ffifi 17.12.2014 4iT 	*PIci cluI.rl fi 	jj * :- 

"In view of the aforesaid facts, we find that the Assessing Authority, Appellate 
Authority and the Tribunal rightly held that the mobile/cell phone chareger is an 
accessory to cell phone and is not a part of the cell phone. we further hold that the 
battery charger cannot be held to be a composite part of the cell phone but is an 
independent product which can be sold separately, without selling the cell phone. 
The High Court failed to appreciate the aforesaid fact and wrongly held that the 
battery charger is a part of the cell phone." 
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